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Visioning + Planning Course
MODULE 4: PATHWAYS
If you have opened this from the course website, first, save it or print it. Then, answer the questions
below. You can either type them in your saved version or write notes on your printed version—
whatever works best for you. It is helpful to date the worksheet and keep it for future reference.
Instructions:
For each question, jot down a sentence or two to get started. For now, simply keep track of your initial
thoughts and reactions. You can always come back and add more detail as you reflect further on these
questions. You will not be asked to share but feel free to do so if it will help you in your process.
What is your Pathway?
Your pathway involves the steps you will be taking to manifest your vision into the world. Planning is for
the future but will involve the steps you can do today to take care of yourself and your business. This
planning will help you identify the pathway(s) best suited to your mission statement. More about
planning will be discussed in module 5’s worksheet.
Mission Statement:
Here we revisit your mission statement and use it to bridge between your vision and planning to better
help you identify your pathways.
Begin by writing your one-sentence mission statement here. You may copy your final statement from
your Mission Worksheet or revise it.
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Identify your Pathway(s):
1) What will you be doing in your business to achieve your mission?

2) How is what you are going to do different from what others are doing? How is it similar?

3) Who else does something similar?

4) What could you do to deliver more or better value than others who do something similar?

5) Who might pay you to do this? Brainstorm as many possible income sources as you can think of.

6) How are you going to support yourself (and dependents) while you are getting up and running?

7) Who can give you a hand in getting started?
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